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model. Algebraic analysis
gives an abstract/categorical
understanding of a non-commutative object/phenomenon arising in a
various field. What is “non-commutativity” ? A daily example of noncommutative actions is to wear socks and to wear shoes, as the order of the
actions does affect the results. At the contrary, to wear socks and to wear
pants are commutative. Non-commutativity is also a source of a fun of
games. For example, if the operations of Rubik’s Cube would be commutative, then it might not be so fun and so deep. An example of noncommutativity from physics will be the Heisenberg canonical commutation
relation (CCR), which is one of the characteristics of quantum mechanics.
CCR is also understood in mathematics, located at the intersection of
several branches of mathematics such as differential operators in analysis
and Lie algebras in geometry. Representation theory serves a systematic
treatment of non-commutativity, or symmetry in general, by using groups
and algebras. Symmetry is technically a key to solve a complicated system,
and is philosophically related with a beauty in nature.
In 1980’s, Kazhdan-Lusztig conjecture was solved by using the
algebraic analysis, to be more
specific, the localization of a Lie
algebra by differential operators on
the flag manifold. In a word, a rather
complicated part of representation
theory of non-compact semisimple
Lie groups, an example of which is
Lorentz group, turns out to have a
relation with the geometry of orbits on the flag manifold. I am interested in
and working on both non-commutative objects called modules and
geometric objects such as orbits on homogeneous spaces and their
cotangent bundles. On one hand, the category of D-modules and the
operations on this category has close relation with a part of theory of
special functions such as a hypergeometric function and its generalization;
this is my favorite. On the other hand, the orbit decomposition on homoge
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